ii6        PRESS  CONTROLLERS DREAD  CHANGE
and by the News-ChvnicU " Shock for Nazis/' This
is a common form of distortion*
Another is to ignore any occurrence or any pronounce-
ment which does not fit in with the Controller's views*
As a result of newspaper attacks on conditions in the
Russian logging industry, an English timber-trade
delegation made inquiry on the spot into what was
denounced as slavery* Their report showed that this and
the other charges were groundless. Not a single paper in
which they had appeared took any notice of it* So a
member of the party, Mr* W. O* Woodward, complained*
Sir John Gilmour, while he was Home Secretary, made a
speech in which he referred to training centres for the un-
employed as " concentration camps/' and remarked that
" as a soldier, he knew the value of discipline/' No report
of this appeared in any London paper save the Daily Herald.
" When I read grotesque distortions of incidents which
I have seen with my own eyes and which do not appear to
call for the smallest embroidery, I wonder how it is possible
to believe any newspaper story/*—Sisley Huddlestone,
former Paris correspondent of The Times.
Accusations of dishonesty against journalists in the
past have rested on the belief that they wrote opinions to
order* C* E* Montague lent some credence to this by his
amusing novel The Hind Let Loose, which showed a leader-
writer producing articles for each of the two morning
papers in a small town, one Conservative, the other
Liberal* But it was very rare for a man to write anything
that went against his convictions* Most leader-writers
of my acquaintance in the days when leaders counted for
anything were furious Party men*
Now a worse form of dishonesty is practised*   Sub-

